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ND 034 Display Panel for ND-100
— INTRODUCTION

The ND-IOO computer has an optional display panel. It is
controlled by an independent microprocessor which is lo-
cated on the memory management module. The micro—
processor receives data to be displayed from the CPU
microprogram and from a digital clock driven by the sys-
tem RT—clock or the CPU board. Cache hit ratio and de—
gree of utilization of the CPU are also monitored by the
display microprocessor.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The ND (J34 is possible to use if the machine has the me-
mory management module installed. This contains. in ad-
dition to the memory management system and cache me—
mory. a display processor. The display processor controls
the activity on the display. The display panel may be pla—
ced outside the cabinet (in another room. etc.). It there-

,Afore has an «OPCOM»-button which has the same func—
ion as the corresponding button on the operator‘s panel.

namely that of setting the CPU in Operator‘s Communi—
cation Mode.

The display is operated from the console keyboard in OP-
COM mode. Hence the display shows the result ofthe last
OPCOM command. The information will be updated at a
rate of about 1 kHz. while the keyboard only gives the in-
formation once; namely at the time the command is gi-
ven. So the display will continuously be updated even af—
ter leaving the OPCOM mode.

The display offers ease of debugging and service to main-
tenance personnel. However. it has also a great value to
the operator running a SINTRAN system. A trained eye
can see by a glance if the system works properly. This
«all-is-well» indication is impossible without the display.

In the basic state. the following information is displayed:

— Utilization (= not idle on level 0)
— Hit rate in cache
, Program rings entered (with afterglow)
— Interrupt and paging status indications (with afterglow)
— Active levels (with afterglow)
— Copy of system calendar/clock
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The active level indication is invaluable for checking
whether SINTRAN is working properly.

The different DisplayFunctions
The DATA field displays information in binary or octal
format. The possible contents are:

Active Levels (Only binary):
The active levels in the computer will be shown. There
are 16 positions. one for each level. The display is provi-
ded with afterglow such that it is possible to observe a
single instruction on a program level.

Register Contents:
If a register examine is done, the contests of the register
is shown.

Memory Contents:
When a memory examine is done. the contents of the exa-
mined cell will be shown.

Bus Information:
If the BUS command is given to display memory access
on the ND—lOO bus, the data present on the bus will be
shown and updated continually.
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The ADDRESS Field:

Calendar Clock:
A clock that tracks the operating system clock is shown—‘1
here displaying day. hour. minute and second. This cloc.
is adjusted by the «UPDATE» command under SIN—
TRAN III. Under the load procedure this clock will be
read by the operating system and taken as system clock.
The clock is also connected to the stand-by power and will
stay correct even in case of a power failure.

Current Program Counter:
During a register examine, the current program counter is
shown.

Memory Address:
If a memory examine is done. the address of the memory
location examined is shown.

The FUNCTION Field:
The FUNCTION display shows which operator's com-
mand is actually displayed in the ADDRESS and DATA
fields.

After initialization (Master Clear), if no specific coma-s
mand has been given, Utilization. Hit Rate, Ring and Sta~
tus information are presented.
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